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CORE DRVR Strength
Fuel Theft Prevention

Battle Against Fuel Theft

30%
OR a loss of $15 per 80 litre tank of fuel

30%
DRVR can make this number drastically decrease, saving smart businesses money through the power of big data
Simplify fleet management
Review actionable insights driven by big data analytics and machine learning and set up notifications to alert you when action is required.

Employ a scalable solution, fast
Connect to new or existing devices or sensors to set up data flows and generate insights quickly in local languages, with minimal configuration.

Access real-time data, anywhere
Track and monitor vehicle status, driver performance, and useful reports at-a-glance from wherever you are.

Achieve real-time visibility to better understand your business
Review actionable insights driven by big data analytics and machine learning and set up notifications to alert you when action is required.
Streamline operations
Improve fleet utilization and enable predictive maintenance to make vehicles more reliable and efficient.

Encourage better driver behavior
Incentivize employees to improve driving habits and help optimize processes using positive reinforcement and gamification.

Improve customer service
Help facilitate on-time arrivals and quick pick-ups and deliveries, plus monitor delivery temperatures to ensure better food security.
Integrate your systems
Integrate DRVR smoothly into existing backend business systems to help you act on intelligence quickly and effectively.

Reduce waste
Use temperature controls to reduce food spoilage and use AI to track how/when drivers are idling and identify driver use patterns.

Reduce fuel costs
Use real-time fuel usage reports and advanced route planning tools to understand fuel consumption and reduce fuel theft.

Reduce operating costs and realize quick ROI

$
One Login - BI Dashboard Inside Navixy
Powerful - DRVR BI Dashboard On Azure
Customizable - Select and Compare
Rankings - Compare Vehicles & Fleets
DRVR uses NoSQL approach where data is treated as a stream of events allowing for big data analytics.
DATA ADVANTAGE

Whatever data you want to know about DRVR brings you the solution

HISTORICAL
4 years collecting petabytes of data

REALTIME
Take action with live insights

PREDICTIVE
Let AI help you reduce cost
DRVR ARCHITECTURE

DATA EXTRACTION

3rd Party Device Data Provider

Telematics devices

DATA PROCESSING

3rd Party Data Integration

API Surface

API

Local store

KSQL

Stream App

Local store

Topics with long-term retention in event store

Compacted topics for fast save/restore semantics

Azure ML

DATA REPORTING

DRVR Portal

Mobile app

DRVR Driving Behavior app

DRVR Car Share app

Power BI Reporting
Pricing - Affordable

Pricing starts from as little as just over $1.09 per connected vehicle per month. There are no setup fees and Power BI licenses and ongoing technical support is included at no charge.

We can provide you with access to your own BI Dashboard within a few days on your panel. Billing is an on to your Navixy monthly payment. Custom development available on request.

Included:
- Microsoft Power BI
- Connection to your fleet/Navixy Panel
- DRVR product requires Navixy SaaS or PaaS*

*Contact us for other GPS Providers
DRVR can help you transform Data into Actionable Knowledge!
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Car Sharing

ONE BOOKING ENGINE

ASSET UTILIZATION

INCREASE REVENUE

ADVANCED SECURITY

INSIGHTS & REPORTING
Car Sharing App
BOOKING-MANAGEMENT-PLATFORM

Key Benefits

PRODUCTIVITY & COST REDUCTION
- Reduce administration costs
- Reduce man hours & paperwork
- Open 24/7 (not limited to business operating hours)
- Reduce double bookings and human error
- Easy to manage vehicle availability
- Better user-experience for reserving vehicles
- Easy to implement a payment system for future commercialization
- Lock/unlock vehicles using app & portal

OPTIMIZED UTILIZATION OF FLEET
- Monitor & automate key metrics: asset utilization, battery consumption
- Track vehicles and make routes more time and cost efficient.
- Roadside assistance & breakdown management